Superficially the pattern is simple enough, but the obvious problem is one of unity. Is there one basic theme, one thread of meaning connecting the different episodes? If so, what is it? Or can the four major scenes be divorced from the framework? In the latter event, the drama simply falls apart and, despite the merits of the individual scenes, the poem as a whole is a failure. Conventional interpretation has proved this to be more than a hypothetical problem. The Ottima-Sebald scene, for instance, is often singled out, without regard for the underlying theme of the whole poem, as the one in which Browning excelled.
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The talks by the way are usually ignored or treated as necessary aids to the plot with little relation to the poem's meaning. The significance of the prologue and conclusion is forgotten and even the character of Pippa herself suffers.
If this is a "framework" poem in which the frame only exists to set off the picture, it is a most unusual example. For one thing, the frame, including the prologue, conclusion, and talks by the way, is nearly as extensive as the picture in sheer bulk of lines alone. Moreover, Pippa is part of the frame and her character is developed more than any other, certainly far more than that of a traditional "deus ex machina." What is, then, the theme of Pippa Passes, the one thread of meaning which knits monologues, four episodes, and talks by the way into a meaningful unity?
Obviously Pippa is the unifying factor, for the poem begins and ends with her, and she appears, or at least is heard, in every scene. Her lyrics effect a vital charge in each of Asolo's four "Happiest Ones" and her remarkable character is the foil for all the others. Pippa is a delightful creature, so delightful in fact that she bewitches many of her readers into forgetting that she is anything more. She is far too often treated more as a fairy than as a human being, because of an undue emphasis upon her lyric outbursts. But her real humanity, as well as her complexity, becomes apparent in her first speech and more especially in her last. Browning's suggestive depiction of Pippa, with all her sweetness that does not turn her into a Pollyanna, her shrewdness and humour, represents one of the triumphs of his narration. Indeed, his suggestiveness in presenting all his characters is notable, for in a comparatively short scene he is able to bring alive in its entirety the essence of a character. Part of this success is due to the fact that he chooses a decisive instant, involving conflict which by its very nature will bring out character. But his sbades of interpretation, his sensitivity to complex motivation, and his compression are what account primarily for the vividness of his characterization.
The characters, however, and even Pippa herself, are subsidiary, or rather integral, to the underlying theme, and unless the narrative brings out this theme, it is purposeless. If we examine the text, it is evident that the clue to its interpreation lies with Pippa, and if we examine her lines, we see that her New Year's hymn presents a theme which underlies the whole poem. Its importance Is obvious, for it is impossible to be unaware (considering it at the simplest level) of the ironic light which it casts over the poem. Moreover, if we have forgotten it by the end of the poem, it is recalled and emphasized by a repetition of three of its lines, and the whole poem is illuminated by its meaning. The hymn reads:
All service ranks the same with God: If now, as formerly He trod Paradise, his presence fills Our earth, each only as God wills Can work-Gad's puppets, best and worst, Are we; there is no last nor first.
Say not 'a small event!' Why 'smal!'? Costs it more pain that this, ye call A 'great event,' should come to pass, Than that? Untwine me from the mass Of deeds which make up life, one deed Power shall fall short in, or exceed! In other words, God is working out His purposes as He wills through men whether they strive for or against these purposes. Men are in the hands of God, be they conscious or unconscious of it. As Paracelsus says, do your best Or worst, praise rises, and will rise for ever, or as Browning later writes, in A Death in the Desert, Man is not God, but hath God's end to serve.
Every event would prove as significant as another, as complex and as influential, if we looked at life not from our limited viewpoint but from God's. It is foolish to suppose that God is somehow less present, or "falls short," in what we tenn a "small event." We must not, of course, disconnect the second stanza of the hymn from the first. It is easy to say that Pippa Passes shows how seemingly unimportant happenings often have a significance which is unknown to us. It is easier still to make a moral tale of the poem and advocate constant gaiety in case we may influence others simply by chance. But this is hardly Browning's meaning, for any conception of Pippa's merely influencing people by chance is quite opposed to this hymn. It is not at all through chance that she sings just the right song at the right moment; it is through God's working out of His will. Just as in Paracelsus reference is made to God from whom "all power Proceeds," so here in the hymn, "power" is an attribute of God and it is His power which neither falls short nor exceeds. It is true that Mrs. Orr writes of the origin of the poem, "Mr. Browning was walking alone, in a wood near Dulwich, when the image flashed upon him of someone walking thus alone through life; one apparently too obscure to leave a trace of his or her passage, yet exercising a lasting though unconscious influence at every step of it; and the image shaped itself into the little silkwinder of Asolo, Filippa or Pippa." But in his execution Browning has deepened this first conception and given it a third dimension, as it were, by having Pippa's "lasting though unconscious influence" part of the plan of God. When Paracelsus affirms that God is not in any way dependent on man's efforts, Festus mistakes 'his meaning and concludes that men should lie down
Content as God had made them, nor go mad
In thriveless cares to better what is ill.
But Paracelsus rejects this theory of passivity, which stems from taking the doctrine of the sovereignty of God for fatalism, and insists that activity and perseverance represent the proper attitude. Perhaps in Pippa's hymn the use of the word "puppets" is unfortunate; certainly Browning did not hold the fatalistic conceptions which such a word brings to mind (d. his attack on these conceptions in Caliban upon Setebos and Andrea del Sarto). It is necessary to remember that although each works only as God wills, man is still to be about his Father's business. If this is not borne in mind, there is a temptation to conceive of Pippa as a passive "puppet" who simply by existing at all effects marvellous changes. Her role is diminished and she is robbed of her real significance and humanity. To make man into a pawn is, after all, to make him inhuman, and that is what is often done to Pippa. Chesterton comes close to this when he asserts that man performs good through what he does, woman through what she is. This is only true to Browning if we realize that real being for him implies doing, not a passive state of vegetation. Pippa does things; she thinks and imagines with some penetration and force about the nature of love, and she praises God; she goes out to seek her happiness and during the day, as we find in the last part, exercises her judgment.
Three questions of meaning are raised by the poem-the meaning of the four incidents, the meaning of the talks by the way, and the meaning of the prologue and conclusion. Perhaps Browning's power to bring alive this narrative may be comprehended best by going through the poem.
The opening scene presents Pippa herself, anticipates the structure of the poem, provides some obvious irony through the discrepancy between Pippa's view and the true one, and, most important, gives the poem's basic theme. Pippa begins with an invocation to her one Day of the year, which is filled with the joyous vitality and playful humour so characteristic of her:
My Day, if I squander such labour or leisure, Then shame fall on Asolo, mischief on me! Thy long blue solemn hours serenely flowing ... The flow and lift of the lines convey Pippa's essential serenity as well as her present exultation. It is probably her zest for life, which is no hungry search for intensity of experience in itself but a natural rejoicing which springs from a basic peace, that makes Pippa so attractive. Hers is the joy of the lyric without the self-conscious, sometimes frantic, attempt to grasp elemental emotion. She has a child-like spontaneity, and yet is not childish.
Her imagination is both fertikand vivid, and after her invocation, she pictures the four "Happiest Ones." Browning thus presents his tentative plan for the scenes to follow. Her first pictures are shot through with quick, heavy touches of irony. The very title "Four Happiest Ones" illustrates this, as does the comment concerning Luigi and his mother, who are supposedly unmatched in "true content," And safe ...
Receives them!
The cheerful town, warm, close, But Pippa shows a shrewd power of discrimination when she in fancy chooses her lot. Any factory-girl at the silk-mills might know from the town gossip that all did not run smoothly at the owner, Luca Gaddi's, home. But few would concur in Pippa's final choice of sharing God's love as does Monsignor.
Mter reciting her hymn, Pippa comes to the correct conclusion that she is just as great, no doubt, Useful to men, and dear to God, as they! With God "there is no last nor first," although she seems so insignificant compared with the four Happiest Ones. Browning evidently wished to make this point very clear, for there are two major revisions of this section. One expands considerably the lines which first describe Asolo's "Happiest Ones," giving them the prominence which they need and increasing the irony. (Twenty-four lines are added.) The other clarifies Pippa's conclusions from the hymn, and the expansion of meaning is evident when we read the first version:
And more of it, and more of it-oh, yes! So that my passing, and each happiness I pass, will be alike important-prove That true! Oh yes-the brother,
The bride, the lover, and the mother,-Only to pass whom will removeWhom a mere look at half will cure The Past, and help me to endure The Coming . ... I am just as great no doubt, As they! The scene between Ottima and Sebald is by far the most dramatic, as well as the greatest possible contrast to Pippa's monologue, and was always very effective in stage performances. For those seeking impressive, striking drama, this is inevitably a favourite scene and the parallel of Macbeth II, 2 is often aptly suggested.
The two characters are quite distinct. The German, Sebald, though at first outwardly bold, is of finer moral fibre and less ruthless than Ottima. His nerves are the first to break and Ottima herself must steady them. His mind plays relentlessly over the past, as though he is compelled to torture himself in the hope of thus purging his soul. He can be calmed to a degree (even using a circumlocution which in Ottima so annoys him, "In spite of Luca and what's come to him"), but when Ottima grasps his hands as she would the dead man's, his panic breaks out again, Off, off; take your hands off mine! 'Tis the hot evening--off! oh, morning, is it?
On the other hand, Ottima is comparatively cool and, in the Italian tradition, quite remorseless. Her first speech shows, indeed, a petty irritability which may be the result of overwrought nerves, or an attempt by annoying him to rouse Sebald from his state of remorse. Nay, do I bid you?-Sebald It shakes the dust down on me! Why, of course
The slide·bolt catches.-Well, are you content, Or must I find you something else to spoil? Kiss and be friends, my Sebald! Is it full morning? Oh, don't speak then! She is the one in control of the scene throughout, as she tries to divert Sebald by considering the distant scene, by describing a passing monk, by fetching wine, and finally, successfully, by speaking of their first love. Sebald's words reveal that she has always been dominantAnd I drew Back; put far back your face with both my hands Lest you should grow too full of me-your face So seemed athirst for my whole soul and body! and now Ottima overpowers her lover, Slower, Ottima ... Less vehemently! ...
Your breath is worse than wine. Breathe slow, speak slow! Do not lean on me!
She skilfully draws Sebald with her into a recollection of their fanner passion as the tone rises in a mounting crescendo, until he can only cry, Forgive me! Take not words, mere words, to heart! He prepares to crown Ottima his very queen, "magnificent in-sin," but the last significant word never passes his lips.
Browning makes skilful use of imagery to help regulate the mood and tone. Morning and night images are contrasted and used to symbolize goodness, innocence, freshness, and evil, guilt, guile, respectively. Sebald asks, Morning?
It seems to me a night with a sun added. Where's dew? Where's freshness?
and demands, Let me lean out. I cannot scent blood here,
Foul as the morn may he. Ottima, however, finds it a "clear morning" and her lines throughout have none of the terrible conflict which marks Sebald's. Colour, too, is used effectively. Ottima speaks of the "blood-red beam through the shutter's chink," and Sebald symbolically insists on the white wine, rejecting the black. Pippa's exquisite lyric skilfully picks up the morning imagery (the suggestion of freshness, the actual mention of "dew") from the beginning of the scene, and links it not only with innocence, but also with the very goodness of God.
Thus an utterly new factor enters as Sebald takes seriously the phrase "God's in his heaven," and there is a complete change in his thought. Ottima does not at first comprehend this change. She too sees the "little ragged girl" on the step, but ironically fancies Sebald's outbreak only another touch of panic which she can calm by mentioning the wealth of her silk-mills, a card which she has not yet played. But Sebald sees too clearly. Ottima is pitiful in her plea, Speak to me-speak not of me! She becomes, however, truly magnificent in the sudden emergence of a real and a sacrificial love. Ottima's change is even more remarkable than her lover's, for she has been the dominant ruthless partner. Her last line is indicative of her new self and is far more touching than Sebald's violent reversion.
Not me-to him, 0 God, he merciful! .
As in the other three major scenes, a new awareness enters with Pippa -the awareness of God and his purposes for men. It has been claimed' that this "salvation" is no salvation at all, issuing as it does in a suicide and a murder (perhaps two suicides--we do not know whether Sebald stabs Ottima or whether she herself has done it when she speaks of "both deaths presently") . The Elizabethan tragic tradition, it is said, demands their deaths (cf. Stratford, Luria, etc.) and there is really no more salvation than in the case of Iago or Macbeth. But there is obviously a radical change of outlook at the end which neither Iago nor Macbeth shows, and in Sebald's knowing and secing, his true perception at the last, there is surely as much "salvation" as in Paracelsus' final true perception. The charge that Ottima does not change is quite unfounded; she changes even more than Sebald, whose last words to her in a strange juxtaposition of ideas are, I hate, hate-curse you! God's in His heaven! although he dies upon her breast.
That Browning should place this extremely dramatic scene at the beginning of the poem rather than as a climax suggests that the effect at which he is aiming is not merely dramatic. The later scenes, while lacking this dramatic intensity, have, nevertheless, much more complexity. If this scene were preceded by the Monsignor's, for instance, how it would pale! The issues are actually extremely simple here, for the line between right and wrong is very clear.
The students' scene is a necessary prologue to the Jules-Phene episode. The necessity of having such scenes as those which precede the next three main episodes shows how much more complicated these episodes are. Moreover, these scenes provide contrast to the others, for they present the people whom Pippa does not touch. In each scene there is a reference to her and we know that she sings each time. (For instance, we hear, "So that is your Pippa, the little girl who passed us singing?") But although the students, Bluphocks, and the poor girls certainly could benefit from Pippa's influence, they remain untouched. She works, as her hymn states, only as God wills. Moreover, these characters represent some of the "worst puppets" through whom God works. It is debatable, for instance, whether Jules would ever have found his new goal in art, had not Lutwyche decided to playa "jest" on him.
Browning paints the group of six students vividly. They have one unified outlook with surface variations, and Gottlieb, the newcomer, 1J. M. Purcell, "The Dramatic Failure of Pippa Passes," Studies in Philology,
is a notable contrast. They represent something of a cult of studenthood, for which a superficial knowledge of some sort is necessary, but most of all a distinctive way of expressing clever thoughts and a firm conviction that there is nothing new under the sun (a serious hindrance to study of any kind). The greatest thing in life becomes a clever jest such as the one Lutwyche plays on Jules. Actually he does not know his fellow-artist at all, fancying that there will be need of preventing Jules from hurting his bride when the truth is discovered. The 2nd Student shows the tendency of the group to be witty at one another's expense, especially when, like Giovacchino, the victim is absent. Lutwyche is the leader of the group and has been especially annoyed by Jules' description of them as "dissolute, brutalized, heartless bunglers." He asks sardonically, "Now, is Schramm brutalized, I should like to know? Am I heartless?" and he demands speech or silence from Schramm as he wills. The latter is the second distinct character among the students. He has chosen or fallen into the role of the philosopher who dispenses wisdom when the pipe is removed from his mouth, as a music-box when the lid is removed, who is as easily silenced, and whose output is as trivial. He is the one to whom Lutwyche can appeal with a rhetorical sweep as to a final authority, "Schramm! (Take the pipe out of his mouth somebody. ) Will Jules lose the bloom of his youth?" And when Schramm has produced his inconclusive generalities, Lutwyche can retort, "There, you see!" Gottlieb (and note the literal German meaning of his name) is the newcomer who proves different. "His [Jules'] discovery of the truth wiIl be frightful," he objects, to which the only reply is "That's the joke." "I say, you wipe off the very dew of his youth," he exclaims earnestly. Gottlieb is the only one to show any concern for Phene ("She does not also take it for earnest, I hope?") and his one feeling is "Pity-pity!" Pity and love are the very elements which are entirely lacking in the other students, although Browning would consider that complete knowledge is impossible without them. Phene put her finger on the basic wrong of what the students are doing, when she speaks of That hateful smirk of boundless self-conceit Which seems to take possession of this world And make of God a tame confederate, Purveyor to their appetites ....
Although each only as God wills Can work-God's puppets, best and worst
Are we, the students would make God Himself the servant to their will. Ironically enough they do not realize that He is using them, and to help Jules.
The scene between Jules and Phene actually is composed of three distinct monologues in which the listener's responses are clearly indicated, but which nevertheless pursue their own themes. Jules and Phene cannot yet truly converse with each other. Jules' opening speech is touching in its joy and exhilaration, which cause him to rush on impetuously after his pleas, "speak, you!" The quick phrases, the rapid change of subject, the following of Phene's eyes about his room, and eager explanations all help convey his new-found happiness. The room and its statues come alive for us with his description as does Phene, when those eyes complete Their melancholy survey, sweet and slow,
Of all my room holds; to return and rest
On me with pity, yet some wonder too . ...
Jules excitedly seizes his Homer for her to read from, and ironically chooses the words of Odysseus as he draws his first arrow on the chief treacherous suitor. He shows here a statue carved at her express command and we can picture the students' past mirth as they hit upon this trick and as they saw their statue take shape. Alarmed by her extreme pallor, Jules ends, as he began, with a plea for her not to die. But Phene is now alive for the first time in her life. The students have not counted on her having any reaction at all, and only Gottlieb fears for the result on her soul as well as on Jules'. After all, she is only "a model he might hire by the hour," a tool not to be taken seriously. Having made God the "purveyor to their appetites," shall they not do as they please with His creatures? Pippa's hymn tells her that all God's "puppets" are of equal importance, the greatest with the least. But when the students distort this, and put themselves in place of God, the rest of the world becomes their puppet in turn. Phene has now found her soul, ironically through the actions of these, God's worst puppets, and through Jules, who in these moments has brought to life his greatest piece of work. Just as he brought alive his statues, laying bare the flesh "asleep" in the marble, so he has brought alive Phene. And just as in his creative art, so in his "creation" of Phene, he has worked, though unwittingly, "only as God wills."
Lutwyche's speech revealing his plot produces the violent effect which was anticipated, for Jules prepares to "root out all fifteen of them." Pippa's song works in a far more indirect manner than with Sebald. The effect is to bring back an awareness of God, since Jules' again wishes to hear "God's voice plain" as he once heard it, but there is no mention of God in the second song as in the first. Instead the simple ballad starts a chain of reasoning in Jules and it dawns upon him what has truly happened. Now, it will wake, feel, live-or die again! Shall to produce form out of unshaped stuff Be Art-and, further, to evoke a soul From form, be nothing? ... Now, to kill Lutwyche, what would that do?-save A wretched dauber men will hoot to death
Without me, from their laughter!
There is not a thunderous revulsion as with Sebald, but a subtler reaction. Jules is not performing such an obvious wrong as Sebald, for even in his anger he is kind and generous to Phene and it cannot be denied that the students deserve some punishment. Outwardly this is so, but actually he would kill not Lutwyche, who is essentially dead already, but Phene and his own new-born inspiration. The completion of this episode is only reached in the last scene.
Bluphocks is something of a parallel to the students, flippant, clever, amusing enough until we realize later what he is actually planning, and why he has been paid. His hobby, as we know already, is rhyming, with which he evidently attempts to impress the Italian girls, and plans to impress Pippa. The scene acts, as does the student scene, as an explanatory prologue to the following scene in which the issues are clear enough, but not the irony and consequences of Luigi's actions. In addition, in this scene for the first time threads of the various plots appear and are woven together. We know that Bluphocks, working for the Intendant, desires to meet Pippa and we learn that Luca Gaddi's house is still closed. As the action concerning Luigi and Pippa herself begins to unfold, the Ottima-Sebald story is already finished.
Pippa's effect on Luigi is quite distinct from her effect on Sebald and Jules, for she confirms him in a decision which he has already made, but which is weakening. We know beforehand that if he leaves on his seemingly dangerous errand, he will be safe, but if he remains (as his mother, thinking only of his safety, wishes) , he will be arrested for treason. Hence it is against this background tension that the third main scene is played, just as the second is played against the background of the silent listening students. The dialogue skilfully shows the steps which Luigi's mother takes to dissuade him, steps which mark not the planned intrigue of a diplomat, but the anxious persuasiveness of mother love. Critics are not certain whether Luigi's intention to kill the ruler is wholly laudable or whether this is merely a device to save his life at the moment. But surely Pippa's song means more than the confirmation of a mistaken motive. Otherwise Luigi's cry "'Tis God's voice calls, how could I stay?" is meaningless, since what has come to him is the conviction of the necessity of the assassination. The intensity of this conviction is shown by the urgency of Luigi's last words. Moreover, Browning was not so much concerned with preserving the lives of these characters (d. Ottima and Sebald), as with showing the more profound inner results of Pippa's singing. When we face the fact that Pippa's song does actually lead to several deaths, we are forced to conclude that her song is destructive,2 or that, though it achieves some result, the characters act from mistaken motives, or that we ourselves are vainly and fastidiously objecting to physical death, when there are much larger issues at stake.
Luigi's actions are concerned with the question of justice, I laugh at myself as through the town I walk, And see men merry as if no Italy
Were suffering; then I ponder-'I am rich, 'Young, healthy; why should this fact trouble me, 'More than it troubles these?' But it does trouble! He is instinctively aroused by the spectacle of Italy's suffering and subjection under a tyrant. But his mother cannot comprehend this. She begins by challenging his basic conviction of present injustice, asserting that it only seems un just because of "writers for effect" and that evil is "in its nature loud." She fears that he "never will escape." Luigi here exclaims with great enthusiasm, "The dying is best part of it," and asserts that he has already had a lifetime's enjoyment of the beauties of the world. It is not only his long concentration on Nature's loveliness which causes his mother to smile to herself, " He will not go!", but also his refusal to face facts. Luigi attempts to deny that there is any sacrifice in giving up this world which he loves so well. This is so obviously false that his mother at the end has only to turn his thoughts to that part of his life which he certainly has not had enough of, and which it will be a sacrifice to give up, his Chiara. Luigi's determination has already been weakening, for he cannot even give his mother coherent reasons for the murder, and his last touch of bravado seems but a show: "Well for those who live through June! " With the mention of Chiara, he indulges in his first reminiscence and the mother's victory is all but assured, when Pippa breaks in. Pippa certainly is no singer for effect, but she nevertheless rouses Luigi immediately. Before the song is half over, he is confirmed in his former plans and, unlike the other listeners, he twice interrupts her excitedly. After a speech only seven lines long, he leaves in haste. In the last two scenes of the poem the characters are wavering between two alternatives and the issue with all its consequences is presented before Pippa's song, so that a quick decisive denouement is possible. This contrasts with the first two scenes, in which major developments take place after the song.
The group of poor girls has no functional necessity in laying the groundwork for the following scene, but they provide a foil for Pippa and further the plot concerning her. Like the students, three are differentiated. One is a country girl who dreams of her happy child· hood on the farm in contrast to the life which she now leads. Once again, suggestive nature imagery ("white blossoms"), as in the first scene, is associated with purity. The second girl is short.spoken, though not unkindly, sceptical of Zanze's claims. Zanze, the leader of the group, boasts of her conquests, mocks the country girl till she is ready to cry, flaunts her cleverness in dealing with her seducers, and is the one to tell Pippa of her "great, rich, handsome" admirer. One of the devices which Browning uses throughout his poem is that of reflecting the actions of the speakers in their words and it is especially noticeable here. Zanze becomes a vivid figure as she waves her wine·stained fingers and deliberately crushes a "sunshiny" beetle. Similarly, the first girl notices the swallow and we can see her mouth twist under Zanze's teasing and the pitiful thinness of her arm as the second girl spans it.
All three attitudes contrast with Pippa's natural joyousness; and the country girl with her pathetic delight in nature is especially ap· pealing, for she might be another less shrewd Pippa who was enticed from her old way of life. There is an interesting pattern here in the repetition of Pippa's game of "let's pretend," but how different are these fantasies! Neither Zanze with her desire for distinctive conquests, nor the country girl with her pitiful dreams of peaceful farm life, nor the second girl who simply cannot be bothered with such games, would surely choose to be Monsignor. Pippa's choice is quite remarkable in comparison; it is neither unworthy as is Zanze's (she explicitly rejects Ottima's lot), nor mere escapism as the country girl's (she rejects Luigi's lot expressly because it is unreal for her). The scene ends with the tantalizing words, "I'll tell you all about it." Actually all the inter· mediate scenes are mere preparation for action which comes elsewhere (in a major scene or outside the drama altogether) and all end like a serial story just as something is about to happen.
The scene between Monsignor and the Intendant is the most com· plex of all the major scenes, for the two men are playing at the game of diplomatic intrigue, and hence the issues are of necessity veiled.
Monsignor appears to have the upper hand, for the Intendant attempts to evade the interview, imagining that his brief threat will be sufficient to dissuade the bishop. " If you have so intimate an acquaintance with your brother's affairs, you will be tender of turning so far back: they will hardly bear looking into, so far back." Monsignor, in turn, works on the Intendant's nerves, already frayed by the cat-and-mouse game which has been going on all evening, by calmly engaging in social small talk.
This talk serves another purpose, however, in that it completes the Jules-Phene episode as the reference to Luca Gaddi's closed house has completed the Ottima-Sebald episode. (That is, as much as any of the episodes are completed. Actually we can only anticipate the discovery of the dead in Gaddi's home, Jules' painting, the assassination of the emperor, and Pippa's attaining of a fortune.) Only here is the theme finished which began with Pippa's song and with Jules symbolically smashing his old statues. It is the theme which Browning expands in Andrea del Sarto again with reference to art, and which applied to life itself runs through much of his work. Monsignor quotes Jules: " 'He never had a clearly conceived Ideal within his brain till today. Yet since his hand could manage a chisel, he has practised expressing other men's Ideals; and, in the very perfection he has attained to, he foresees an ultimate failure.' " In other words, mere technique is easy enough compared with the choice of the goal, the "Ideal," which Jules has now found. If this Ideal is only that of others, we may achieve perfection, but not greatness, for we can go no further than they went. Jules has realized the paradox that in perfection there is limitation.
Finally the Intendant impatiently demands that "this farce, this chatter end now." The two men form a striking contrast, for Monsignor is even now self-possessed and deliberate in his moves, whereas the Intendant, of necessity on the defensive, is alarmed, nervous, and clumsy. When the bishop begins to press him, "By the way, Maffeo of Forli (which, I forgot to observe, is your true name), was the interdict ever taken off you for robbing that church at Cesena?" he parries too hastily, "No, nor needs be : for when I murdered your brother's friend, Pasquale, for him . . .. " The story can only be pieced together by allusion, but Monsignor's predicament is evident, although the issue is not as simple as it seems. (1) If Monsignor continues, as he has started, to seek the recovery of his brother's fortune, the Intendant has ensured that the estates will go to Pippa, thus passing out of his control. (2) Monsignor's sudden violence over the possibility of a living heir or heiress ("Liar! " he exclaims) shows both his reason for arranging this interview and his temptation. (3) If he should free the Intendant, Pippa will be disposed of, and he will regain most of the money. (4) This very money in his own hands would buy chapels for his brothers as well as his father, would ease his conscience by helping him to redeem "whole centuries of sin." It is useless to point out that the bishop is dying and cannot use the wealth; it is not for this life that he would spend it in any case. Moreover, his own pride would be spared (since his brothers' disgraces would remain hidden ), the pride on which the Intendant has been playing, and about which Pippa shrewdly remarks:
but, all the same, No mere mortal has a right To carry that exalted air; ... so there's that proud look to spare.
Chesterton objects violently to this "gross falsification of the whole beauty of Pippa Passes" in connecting Pippa herself with any of the episodes. At this rate, Sebald might well turn out to be her lost brother, he asserts, and Jules a former husband. But he is assuming beforehand that the theme of the poem should be Pippa's unconscious and chance influence on others, whereas the text, although fully developing the irony of the situation, implies that the influence is not at all by chance, unconscious though it be : each only as God wills Can work-God's puppets, best and worst Are we . ...
If this is the theme, there can be no substantial objection to the pattern which Browning creates. Indeed, the irony is increased by having the very person whom Pippa chose to be, tempted to plot her own destruction. Furthermore, Pippa is already related to another story if Chesterton will be absolutely strict; she is the employee of Luca Gaddi, owner of Asolo's silk-mills.
In the last scene we are back with Pippa again and the pattern is complete. The picture of Pippa is expanded here and new qualities become apparent. As she enters with her variation of the fable of the ant and the grasshopper, it is evident that she has seen through Zanze's tales and that ironically she had no need of Monsignor to protect her. Pippa's innocence does not automatically imply helplessness. Her shrewdness becomes apparent, No foreigner, that I can recollect, Came, as she says, a month since, to inspect Our silk-mills, and a human capacity for anger (on being told her shoes were like canoes!: "How pert that girl was!" ) As in the first scene, her simple remarks have an ironic significance:
Well, if old Luca keeps his good intents We shall do better: see what next year brings! Browning neatly trims off the different threads of his story, for Pippa quite naturally passes on to Monsignor and the clatter in his house, remarking with insight his "proud look;" Again, the reaction to Luigi's hasty departure is sketched. Browning throughout the poem uses the device of looking at each of the four "Happiest Ones" from different points of view. This not only enables him to interweave and to advance the four plots, but also adds to the irony according to how well the observer is informed.
Once again, with the return to Pippa, Browning returns to rhyme. He has used three modes of expression-prose, blank verse, and rhymed verse-and each mode gives to its scene a distinctive tone. Prose is used in scenes of intrigue (the student scene, the Bluphocks scene, the Monsignor-Intendant scene) so as to render the details of the respective plots quite clear, and to express glib humour and sarcasm. Lutwyche and Bluphocks would not appear nearly so despicable if they were given the dignity of poetic expression. (Both express themselves deplorably in poetry d. Phene's recitation and Bluphocks' doggerel.) Pippa alone speaks rhymed verse, and this gives to her lines as a whole a musical quality absent elsewhere. The lyric beauty of her songs appears to carry over into her everyday speech, or rather to arise naturally from it.
Pippa is on the whole disappointed with her day, for the promise of her New Year's hymn seems unfulfilled. At the last Browning makes his irony very obvious with Pippa's simple notion of her own possible and by her disappointment which prevents her from praying any more than "God bless me!" The hymn ·had not warned her not to expect any sign of her influence, and like many of God's puppets, she seeks for one and is puzzled at its absence, "I passed by them all, and felt no sign." Pippa has not thought of the basic assumption underlying the words, each only as God wills Can work-God's puppets, best and worst Are we; there is no last nor first, which is that God works in mysterious ways. Men obviously do classify their fellows as best and worst, as first and last, while before God, according to the hymn, all men are of equal importance. There is an evident conflict in these views: men do not look at themselves as God does, because His ways of looking at them are foreign to them and to a point hidden from them. It takes faith to be a servant of God and not to seek, like the mystic "who has not the patience to wait on God,'" for a sign. It is this mysteriousness and lack of a sign which is the basis of the deepest irony of the poem, for the irony primarily used here is the "contradictory outcome of events as if in mockery of the promise and fitness of things" (OED). This very "contradictory outcome" is, however, the theme of the poem itself, so that the irony is of basic significance. The irony of Pippa's lines, for instance, arises from the difference between her simple view and the true one. Similarly, the deeper irony that the "little girl who passed us singing" should break down the schemes of Ottima, of the students, of Luigi's mother, and of the Intendant, is due to the difference between the theme of Pippa's New Year's hymn and the common opinion that there are greater and lesser events and greater and lesser men. In a sense, the theme which Browning presents so suggestively in his narrative is simply the irony of God's ways when regarded from man's point of view.
